X-ray Fluorescence Imaging
An advanced method for the deep in vivo tracking of
immune cells, biomolecules, drug carriers, and
antibodies
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axiom insights - executive summary
Imagine if you were
able to directly support your preclinical research process with a new method by directly tracking
your drugs, drug carriers and immune cells over time in vivo and without any restriction in terms

of depth. Take one step further: What if you could find out using this same method how many
of these entities are in which position - in the whole body? What new insights could you gain if
you could see the immune response directly through the dynamics of the tracked immune cells?
Or if it were possible to track whether your drug carriers - as assumed - are actually increasingly
only migrating to the target region?
The use of the high-sensitivity X-ray Fluorescence Imaging (XFI) method without depth
restriction from axiom insights GmbH makes all this possible!
The idea behind

X-ray Fluorescence Imaging is already over 30 years old, but could
not be implemented for measurements in larger objects until now.
The reason? X-rays are scattered numerous times inside the body.
This leads to a disruptive background, from which the actual X-ray
signals of the fluorescent markers (XFI markers), which are linked to
the entity being measured, cannot not be read out. The UHH has
solved this problem with a patent-protected method, which axiom
has acquired and thus activated XFI as a new supplier of data in
pharmaceutical research.

Figure 1 A photon (red line) of an Xray beam hits a cell with an XFI
marker. This causes the photon to
emit in any direction (orange line),
which can then be detected as a
signal.

To use axiom 's advanced XFI method, entities such as immune cells,
biomolecules or antibodies are also labeled with XFI markers and
therefore made visible using X-ray Fluorescence Imaging with
special detectors. Numerous chemical elements can be used as markers for this. The method
provides excellent spatial resolution for ex vivo (in situ) and in vivo measurements without
depth restrictions or time limitations, and is highly sensitive.
XFI from axiom is a unique combination of technical imaging opportunities that is now
available to you for your research. Gain access to data at an extended depth as well as to new
data that were previously not accessible due to the limitations of other modalities.

axiom insights GmbH

is a spin-off of the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, one of the world's
leading accelerator centers, and carries out its measurements there at the PETRA III
synchrotron. The management team and the advisory board are made up of experienced
managers with many years of expertise in research, industry, and science. Together with the
University of Hamburg, which has recently been awarded the status of a university of
excellence, axiom is conducting research into further XFI measurement methods and drawing
on its highly skilled resources for contract research. We have the approval for the in vivo animal
testing procedures from the corresponding Authority. Measurement with the advanced XFI
method on humans (in vivo human) is axiom’s next planned development step.
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axiom insights - executive summary
axiom’s Service Portfolio
axiom can provide you with analytical studies that can help you to reduce the costs of your R&D,

shorten the time required for preclinical research, reduce the number of animal experiments,
and increase the chances of obtaining marketing authorization. The studies are customized
according to the requirements of the questions being asked. The focus of our work is as follows:
Distribution Study

•

•
•
•

With our analysis, you will receive extended data from ex vivo (in situ) or in vivo
measurements of which entities accumulate in what quantity at which location in the
entire object under investigation.
Track the dynamics of your drugs, drug carriers, antibodies, or immune cells over any
diagnostic time window in vivo and without depth restriction in the same test object.
Obtain data at different points in time on the immune response through the dynamics
of the tracked immune cells and visualize this information directly over time.
make your biomolecules visible to imaging if it remained invisible so far

Safety study

•

Obtain advanced data for better risk assessment regarding the deposition and
degradation of your entities for your evaluation and for exchange with Regulatory
Authorities such as the FDA and EMA.

Efficacy study

•
•

Gain clarity about the achievement of objectives and efficacy of the active ingredients
or active ingredient carrier systems
Repeat in vivo measurements of efficacy in the same subject for longitudinal
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics purposes

If you have further requirements for analyses using axiom XFI or detailed questions about the
method itself or our services, we would be happy to discuss them with you and your R&D team
in person.

axiom insights GmbH is represented by:
Marc Jopek
CEO
marc.jopek@axiom-insights.com
+49 1522 44 22 400

axiom insights GmbH
@DESY Innovation Village
Notkestr. 85
22607 Hamburg, Germany
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